In order to get around the environment and communicate about it, humans need to build spatial mental representations or cognitive maps of the world (see, e.g., Downs & Stea, 1977; Tolman, 1948) . Cognitive maps contain three kinds of spatial information: the existence of elements (objects and places), the directional relationships among the elements, and the distance separating the elements. There is much evidence that the construction of such representations is affected both by the nature of the environment being learned and by how and why such information is acquired. However, despite much interest in effects of encoding on the spatial representations humans form about the environment, less attention had been given to the issue of whether or not context at retrieval affects how one recalls information about the spatial world. In the present article, we examine the influence of retrieval effects on cognitive maps using measures that have been shown to be affected both by the mode of acquisition of spatial knowledge (e.g., learning through maps vs. learning through navigation) and by goal at encoding. We first briefly review the evidence that our knowledge of the spatial world is affected by these variables at encoding and then address the motivation for examining retrieval context at recall. We present the results of three experiments showing that retrieval effects do indeed occur for two measures of cognitive maps: distance estimation between places and route descriptions (i.e., how one gets from one place to another).
are responsible for allocentric representations (see, e.g., Burgess, Maguire, & O'Keefe, 2002) .
There is considerable evidence that the perspective adopted at learning affects memory for the environment at recall (Evans & Pezdek, 1980; Leiser, Tzelgov, & Henik, 1987; Perrig & Kintsch, 1985; Sholl, 1987; Taylor & Naylor, 2002; Taylor, Naylor, & Chechile, 1999; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982) . For example, in relation to distance estimation, Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1982) and Taylor and colleagues (Taylor & Naylor, 2002; Taylor et al., 1999) compared the recall performance of participants learning environments either through navigation or through maps on Euclidean (straight-line or as the crow flies) 1 and route (walking) distance measures. Given that participants learning environments through navigation must physically turn and change orientation with a limited (egocentric) viewpoint, it was expected that they would be worse than map learners on tasks involving measures of Euclidean distance (i.e., the shortest distance between two landmarks) but better than map learners on route distance estimates. The results supported these predictions. Map learners were more accurate than route learners for Euclidean distance estimations, whereas route learners were more accurate than map learners for route distance estimations.
Perspective differences have also been found for people's descriptions of learned routes. In order to describe a route, the speaker must access his or her environment knowledge and produce a coherent set of verbal directions based on that knowledge. Past studies have suggested that the mode of acquisition of spatial knowledge contributes to the choice of description perspective. For example, Taylor and Tversky (1996) found that the majority of the descriptions of a campus and neighborhood environment, all learned by navigation, were based on a route perspective, in which the locations of landmarks are described in relation to the listener's (or the speaker's) body. Furthermore, when they compared participants' learning about an environment through maps versus through navigation, Taylor et al. (1999) and Taylor and Naylor (2002) found that people who had learned environments through navigation produced more accurate route descriptions than those who had learned through maps, whereas those who had learned through maps gave more accurate "walk-through-the-wall" descriptions than those who had learned through navigation.
There is also evidence that goal at encoding is important for memory for route distance (Cohen & Cohen, 1982; Curiel & Radvansky, 1998; Gauvain & Rogoff, 1986; Magliano, Cohen, Allen, & Rodrigue, 1995; Taylor & Naylor, 2002) . For example, Taylor and Naylor instructed participants to learn either the layout of a building or the fastest routes between rooms of the building. On recall, participants with the route goal gave more accurate route distance estimates than participants with the survey goal. Furthermore, the spatial descriptions produced by the route goal participants included more spatially relevant information than those produced by the survey goal participants.
Perspective and Retrieval of Spatial Knowledge
Given that learning about one's environment produces (at least) two types of perspectives on the spatial world, it might also be expected that context at retrieval would also affect recall of information about the spatial world. Models of memory hold that encoding and retrieval processes are strongly interrelated (see, e.g., Tulving, 1983; Tulving & Thompson, 1973) . Furthermore, according to Schacter and Tulving (1994) , retrieving an episodic memory is a reconstructive act in which the context at retrieval affects how the different elements of the episode are bound together.
There are numerous demonstrations of the effects of context at retrieval for memory for words, events, and places (see, e.g., Anderson & Pichert, 1978; Loftus & Palmer, 1974; Nilsson, Law, & Tulving, 1988; Smith, 1988; see Engel, 1999 , for a review). Retrieval might also affect recall of information about the spatial world.
According to the implicit scaling model (Holyoak & Mah, 1982; McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997) , information about stimulus properties is retrieved from long-term memory and then scaled by the context in which the retrieval takes place. In the question How far is it from A to B?, B is the standard or referent to which A is compared. According to McNamara and Diwadkar, if it were a landmark that is a reference point (tall, large, stable buildings that are familiar and frequently used), it evokes a larger subjective stimulus range in working memory than if it were a nonreference point. Because the implicit scale is larger when a reference point establishes the context, it will yield reduced discriminability between locations and, as a consequence, the estimated distance from nonreference point to reference point (A to B) is smaller than that from reference point to nonreference point (B to A). This model is thus able to account for the asymmetry in distance estimation effects originally found by Sadalla, Burroughs, and Staplin (1980) . Furthermore, McNamara and Diwadkar showed that the direction of the asymmetry effect could be changed by asking participants to retrieve the referent location (B) prior to estimating the distance from A to B.
The implicit scaling model can be regarded as a collection of psychological principles (McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997) , the most general of which states that thinking about an object or an event creates a context in working memory for subsequent mental processing and that these "internal" contexts may be different for different stimuli. The principles of the implicit scaling model can be extended so that effects of context on retrieval may go beyond the order in which landmarks are considered on retrieval. Sadalla, Staplin, and Burroughs (1979) found that the ease with which names of places can be recalled (e.g., high-frequency names are more retrievable than low-frequency names) affects distance estimation for the route involving those places. One might also expect that thinking about the same landmarks in the same order but in different ways may also affect distance estimation and other measures of recall of information about the spatial world.
We asked participants to either think about how often they went to landmarks and rate the landmarks in terms of frequency of visitation, or to think about the activities they performed at landmarks and rate the landmarks in terms of the importance of the activities performed there. We hypothesized that when people focused on the activities rather than on the frequency, they would be more likely to use a route perspective if they were asked to give distance estimates between the landmarks or if they were asked to describe how to get from one place to another. There are several reasons that we thought this likely. First, given that learning about the spatial environment usually takes the form of either navigating around the environment (route perspective) or learning about the environment through 2-D representations (i.e., maps), we expected that context at retrieval might selectively cue these types of representation. Just as route and survey information can be gleaned from learning about the environment in different ways (Taylor & Naylor, 2002; Taylor & Tversky, 1996) , thinking about a landmark in terms of actions should be more likely to cue perspective learned through action. Second, we ran a pilot study using protocol analysis in order to establish whether or not people indeed think about actions more when rating landmarks for the importance of the activity performed there than when rating them for frequency of visitation. 2 Participants rating landmarks for importance of activity produced more action verbs than did participants rating landmarks for frequency of visitation, suggesting that people do think of actions more when rating for importance of activities than for frequency of visitation. Third, the protocols involving action verbs are consistent with the idea that information linked to a goal (e.g., to exercise in a gym) can prime other information linked to the same goal (McKoon, Ratcliff, & Seifert, 1989; Seifert, McKoon, Abelson, & Ratcliff, 1986) , such as the action of getting to the gym.
In the present study, we examined whether or not rating landmarks in terms of the importance of the activity performed there versus the frequency of visitation affects retrieval of spatial information (e.g., distance, route description) from memory. We expected that participants who rated the importance of activities performed at landmarks would give longer route distance estimates and produce more route perspective than survey perspective expressions in their route descriptions in comparison with participants who rated the same landmarks for frequency of visitation. Experiment 1 was conducted to test this claim. In Experiment 2, we also examined Euclidean distance estimation; in Experiment 3, we considered the consequence of thinking about landmarks by rating both dimensions prior to giving distance estimates and route descriptions.
ExPERimEnt 1
In the first experiment, we examined route distance estimations and route descriptions for pairs of landmarks on the basis of ratings of frequency of visitation and importance of the activities performed at those places. Participants were first given a list of 22 landmarks on the campus of Plymouth University and were asked to rate either the frequency of visitation or the importance of the activity performed at each landmark. From these ratings, two pairs of landmarks (hereafter denoted Landmark Pair A and Landmark Pair B) were selected for each participant, each pair consisting of a landmark with the highest rating and a landmark with the lowest rating. For each pair of landmarks, participants were asked to give a route distance estimate followed by a route description.
Following Denis's (1997) technique for route description segmentations, participants' protocols were categorized into propositions. Each proposition can specify (1) an action prescription (e.g., Go forward ), (2) an action prescription and a landmark (e.g., Walk past the bank machine on your left), (3) a description of a landmark encountered at this point of the journey (e.g., The Students Union is in front of you), or (4) a description of the identity or the physical features of the landmark (e.g., The pub is The Duchess). The propositions were also classified in terms of perspective. Following Taylor and Tversky's (1996) work on spatial descriptions, perspective expressions used in descriptions were defined as either route perspective expressions or survey perspective expressions. Route perspective expressions were defined as statements that describe the locations of landmarks using the speaker's or the listener's body as the referent (e.g., The Students Union is on my left). Survey perspective expressions were defined as statements that describe the locations of landmarks either with reference to a system of coordinates (e.g., The Mary Newman Building is north of Link Building) or in relation to one another (e.g., Walk down between the building site and the Students Union). The entire categorization scheme is shown in Table 1 .
Direction within landmark pairs (i.e., from the highest to the lowest rated landmark or vice versa) was counterbalanced within and between sessions so that each participant gave four distance estimates and route descriptions (one high to low and one low to high in each of the two sessions). This was done to control for possible effects of asymmetry in distance estimation, consistent with the implicit scaling hypothesis (McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997; Sadalla et al., 1980) . It was predicted that participants who rated landmarks according to the importance of the activity performed at those landmarks would be more likely to trigger action-based representations associated with those landmarks, and therefore would produce longer and more accurate route distance estimations, together with route descriptions containing more route perspective than survey perspective expressions, than would participants who rated landmarks on the basis of frequency of visitation. method Design. Participants had the task of evaluating a series of landmarks on the university campus by giving ratings for frequency of visitation (hereafter, frequency) or importance of activity performed (hereafter, importance) at those landmarks.
The direction of estimation (hereafter, direction) was counterbalanced (high to low vs. low to high) to control for direction of travel. Direction was fixed using the participants' ratings of the landmarks. For example, most of the participants gave the Students Union and the Security Lodge ratings of 10 and 1, respectively, on both frequency and importance dimensions. These landmarks are used as examples in the text. The distance estimations could be given in either direction-that is, from the Students Union to the Security Lodge (high-to-low direction) or from the Security Lodge to the Students Union (low-to-high direction).
Simple and direct questions were used during the interviews, which were tape-recorded. For distance estimation, the participants were asked, "In walking distance, how far do you think it is in meters from the Students Union to the Security Lodge?" For route description, the participants were instructed to imagine themselves at the starting location, from which they were to describe how to reach the destination on foot. To investigate route descriptions, we used open questions (e.g., "Imagine that you are at the Students Union. How would you get from the Students Union to the Security Lodge? Would you please describe your route in as much detail as you can?").
Distance estimation was measured as the ratio between the estimates of distances and the (actual) traversed distances as described in the route descriptions. The choice of perspective used in the route descriptions was determined on the basis of a categorization of the participants' route description protocols (described above).
The experimental design was a 2 (condition: frequency vs. importance) 3 2 (landmark pair: A vs. B) 3 2 (direction: high to low vs. low to high) mixed design. The between-subjects variable was condition (frequency vs. importance), and the other variables were within subjects.
Participants. Thirty-eight undergraduate students (3 males and 35 females) took part in the experiment in exchange for course credit. Two participants did not turn up at the second session, and consequently their responses were eliminated (leaving a total of 2 males and 16 females in the frequency condition and 18 females in the importance condition). The age range of the remaining 36 participants was 18-20 years (M 5 18.64, SD 5 0.68). The participants had attended the university for 1-12 months (mean length of attendance 5 3.15 months, SD 5 3.06). They were individually tested and randomly assigned to the frequency condition or the importance condition, and we ensured that there was no difference in length of attendance between conditions. 3 Procedure. A list of 22 landmarks was preselected. The landmarks included a mixture of teaching, residential, and recreational buildings on the Plymouth University campus. The sequence of events experienced by the participants during tests is displayed in Figure 1 . The participants were initially instructed to mark the landmarks they did not know and then to give the ratings for the remaining landmarks for the dimension corresponding to the condition to which they had been assigned (frequency or importance), using rating scales of 1 to 10. The rating for frequency of visitation was prompted by the question, "How often do you go to each place during term time?" It was explained to the participants that a score of 1 represents never go and a score of 10 represents very frequently. The rating for importance of activity was prompted by the question, "How important to you is the activity you perform at each place?" It was explained to the participants that a score of 1 represents not at all important and a score of 10 represents very important. After each participant had rated the landmarks, a filler task (requesting demographic information) was given in order to give the experimenter time to select the landmark pairs for distance estimation and route description. First, the experimenter scanned the participants' ratings, looking for scores of 10 and 1. On the few occasions when these extreme scores were not used, the next lowest and highest scores were considered. The experimenter then chose the two landmarks with the highest scores and the two landmarks with the lowest scores. The selected landmarks were assembled randomly into two distinct high-to-low/low-to-high pairings in order to create two different routes for distance estimation and route description. Half of the participants were first given a high-to-low pair of landmarks and half a low-to-high pair, and all the participants were asked to estimate the distance between the two landmarks of each pair.
The participants were explicitly required to estimate walking distances expressed in meters (not in time). Following elicitation of the distance estimation of the first pair of landmarks, the participants were asked for a route description. The experimenter then used the same procedure for the second pair of landmarks. At the end of the session, the participants were again given the list of 22 landmarks and asked to rate the landmarks on the other dimension (i.e., those in the frequency condition were now asked to rate landmarks on importance, and vice versa). Two weeks later, the participants returned and had to do the same task, except that this time the order of landmarks in each pair was reversed to control for possible differences in estimation between landmark pairs. The procedure for the second session was identical to that used in the first session. Again, the participants were first given the landmarks and were asked to rate them, but this time the ratings were not used for selection of the landmarks, given that they had already been selected at the start of the first session. Each session lasted around 15 min. It's there Note-X is an environmental feature (e.g., building, street, signpost, etc.).
Results
The recordings of the sessions were transcribed so that the route descriptions could be categorized and analyzed. The actual distances were recorded by following the participants' route descriptions on a scaled map of the campus (scale 5 1/1,250) with a map distance measure. These measures were then translated into meters. A proportion of the calculations were physically checked by measuring the walking distance using a pedometer, and there were no concerns regarding the accuracy of the distances calculated using the map measurements. For the analyses, the distance estimations were ratio measures. Distance ratio was obtained by dividing the estimated distance by the actual distance (both measured in meters). A distance ratio of 1 reflects perfect accuracy between estimate and actual distance, less than 1 reflects underestimation, and greater than 1 reflects overestimation. The route descriptions were categorized using the detailed categorization scheme outlined above. The aim of the categorization of route descriptions was to isolate the propositions or statements that identify route perspective (i.e., use of egocentric point of view) and survey perspective (i.e., use of the point of view of the landmark) expressions as well as other ways of talking about the spatial world. 4 We were interested in the numbers of route and survey expressions and wished to establish whether the rating dimension (frequency of visitation or importance of activity) influenced the extent to which the participants used these types of perspective expressions. To do this, all the items used in route descriptions were summed for each participant, and each participant's percentages of route items and survey items were calculated by dividing the total number of items by the numbers of route items and survey items, respectively, in that participant's route descriptions.
Preliminary analyses. Given that all the participants were students who had been on campus for the same (relatively short) length of time, the four landmarks selected for the tests by the participants in the frequency condition and those in the importance condition were almost identical.
In both sessions, the participants gave frequency and importance ratings for the 22 landmarks. For each participant, the correlation between frequency ratings and importance ratings in the first session was computed and found to be highly significant for every participant. The mean correlation was r 5 .78 (range, .53-.98) for the frequency group and r 5 .88 (range, .72-.98) for the importance group. Hence, for both conditions, individual landmarks were evaluated similarly in terms of both frequency and importance. 5 Distance estimation. The means and SDs for distance estimations and actual distances 6 are displayed in Table 2 (collapsed across Landmark Pairs A and B). The withinparticipants correlations between actual and estimated distances were all greater than zero, and the mean correlation was r 5 .36.
The mean distance ratios are displayed by condition and direction in Table 3 . The distance ratio data were analyzed using a 2 (condition) 3 2 (direction) mixed ANOVA with repeated measures on the latter variable. No main effect of direction was found [F(1,34) Route description. Since each participant produced four route descriptions over the two sessions, in total there were 144 route descriptions (36 participants 3 2 routes 3 2 directions of estimation). The categorization of the protocols of all route descriptions across participants generated 1,635 propositions in total. The mean percentage use of each of the categories in Table 1 is displayed by condition in the Appendix.
Of most interest in the route description classification is the extent to which route versus survey perspective expressions were used. The mean percentages of survey and route perspective expressions are displayed by condition and direction in Table 4 . The perspective data were analyzed using a 2 (condition) 3 2 (direction) 3 2 (perspective expression type) mixed ANOVA with repeated measures on the last two variables. No main effects of direction [F (1, 34) 
Discussion
There was a strong correlation between the ratings for frequency and for importance for the selected landmarks used for distance estimation and route description, indicating that landmarks that were visited frequently were also associated with important activities. A consequence of this was that the landmark pairs selected and used for distance estimation and route description were virtually identical for the frequency group and the importance group. This is not unexpected given that the participants were all university students who had been on campus for the same length of time. Therefore, any between-conditions differences between distance estimations and route descriptions cannot be attributed to the landmark pairs used. There was also a correlation between actual distance and estimated distance for every participant, which is consistent with results from previous studies (e.g., Decety, Jeannerod, & Prablanc, 1989; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982) , indicating that the participants were sensitive to objective distances when giving their estimates.
The effect of direction of estimation (i.e., the order in which landmarks were mentioned at retrieval) on distance estimation or route description was not observed in this experiment. (We pick up on this point in the General Discussion.) However, although ratings for frequency and importance were highly correlated, the cuing of frequency or importance before the participants gave distance estimates and route descriptions affected both dependent measures. The frequency group gave smaller distance estimates than the importance group. In addition, the importance group used significantly more route perspective expressions than survey perspective expressions in their route descriptions, whereas the frequency group did not differ in the percentages of route and survey perspective expressions used. These results provide evidence that context at retrieval can cue different types of information from memory, just as learning at encoding can affect distance estimation and route description (Taylor & Naylor, 2002) .
In relation to the interpretation of the main findings, although the participants were able to use both survey and route representations of the environment flexibly, the rating dimension affected the relative extent to which each of these representations was used. However, in the first experiment route distance estimates were used as a dependent measure only. If the importance dimension cues a route perspective, then it should also be the case that the importance group will overestimate Euclidean distance more than the frequency group. If such an effect is present, it would be consistent with encoding effects. Recall that Taylor and Naylor (2002) found that participants who learned environments through navigation made more accurate route distance estimates than did those who learned the same environments through maps, whereas map learners gave more accurate Euclidean distance estimates than did navigation learners. In Experiment 2, we aimed to replicate the results for route distance estimates found in Experiment 1 while also examining the effects of rating dimension on Euclidean distance estimates and route description. Participants were asked to estimate either route distances or Euclidean distances and then to describe routes linking those landmarks. We expected to replicate the results of Experiment 1 in relation to route descriptions for the route distance estimate groups. However, for the groups that gave Euclidean distance estimates prior to giving route descriptions, it is possible that the type of distance estimation could itself cue knowledge germane to route description. In other words, participants who had just given a Euclidean distance estimate might be expected to produce more survey expressions in their route descriptions than those who had just given route distance estimates.
ExPERimEnt 2
In Experiment 2, we examined whether or not the group differences in distance estimation and route description are robust across types of distance estimation. Types of distance estimation (Euclidean vs. route) were combined with condition (frequency vs. importance) to produce four groups. method Design. The method used was similar to that used in Experiment 1, but there were some changes. Four groups of participants were used. The design was a 2 (condition: frequency vs. importance) 3 2 (type of distance estimation: route vs. Euclidean) 3 2 (direction: high to low vs. low to high) mixed design with repeated measures on the last factor. Each participant gave two distance estimates and two route descriptions (one low to high and one high to low) in a single testing session. The distance estimation data as well as the route description data were treated in the same manner as in Experiment 1. 7 Participants. Seventy-six undergraduate students took part in the experiment in exchange for course credit or payment. Each of them was randomly assigned to one of the four experimental conditions and individually tested. Four responses were eliminated due to poor quality of recordings (2 participants), inability to produce distance estimations (1 participant), and distance estimations given in one direction only (1 participant).
Responses from 72 participants (15 males and 57 females-4 males and 14 females in each of the frequency conditions, 3 males and 15 females in the importance Euclidean condition, and 4 males and 14 females in the importance route condition) were used in the analyses. The participants were 18-45 years old (M 5 21.65 years, SD 5 4.79). They had attended the university for 3-43 months (M 5 11.09 months, SD 5 8.63). There were no significant differences in age or length of attendance of participants between conditions. Procedure. In this experiment, two groups of participants were assigned to the frequency condition and two groups to the importance condition. Half of the participants in each condition gave route distance estimates, whereas the other half gave Euclidean distance estimates. All the participants gave one distance estimate and one route description for each of two distinct pairs of landmarks: one in the high-to-low direction and one in the low-to-high direction. The order of presentation of routes was counterbalanced within each group.
The structured interview, which was tape-recorded, was exactly the same as in Experiment 1, but only one session was needed. Those participants who were to give Euclidean distance estimations were asked, "What is the shortest distance in meters between [Landmark A] and [Landmark B]? By shortest distance, I mean the distance between the centers of the two buildings as the crow f lies." The experimenter made sure the participants understood the question before continuing.
Results
Distance estimation. Table 5 displays the distance estimations in relation to the corresponding actual distances for the four groups. The within-participants correlations between actual and estimated distances were all greater than zero, and the mean correlation was r 5 .41.
The mean distance ratios are displayed by condition and direction in Table 3 . The distance ratio data were analyzed using a 2 (condition) 3 2 (type of distance estimation) 3 2 (direction) ANOVA with repeated measures on the last variable. There was no main effect of direction [F(1,68) 5 0.24, MS e 5 0.13, p . .05]. The effect of type of distance estimation was also not significant [F(1,68) 5 2.67, MS e 5 2.67, p 5 .11], although the participants giving Euclidean estimates tended to give longer estimates on average (M 5 1.12) than did those who gave route distance estimates (M 5 0.92).
There was a significant main effect of condition on distance ratio [F(1,68) 5 4.05, MS e 5 0.27, p , .05]. Overall, the participants in the importance conditions gave longer distance estimates (M 5 1.15) than those in the frequency conditions (M 5 0.90). That is, the participants in the frequency condition underestimated the distances whereas those in the importance condition overestimated the distances. The interaction between condition and type of distance estimation was not significant [F(1,68) 5 1.97, MS e 5 0.54, p 5 .16], although the data showed a trend in the expected direction. Although participants in both importance groups gener- , 1) . Route description. Since each participant produced two route descriptions, there were 144 route descriptions in total (72 participants 3 2 routes), which generated 3,237 propositions overall. The mean percentages of survey and route perspective expressions are displayed by condition and direction in Table 4 . To test for significance in the use of perspective expressions, a 2 (condition) 3 2 (type of distance estimation) 3 2 (direction) 3 2 (perspective expression type: route expressions vs. survey expressions) ANOVA was run, with repeated measures on the last three variables. There were no significant main effects of any of the variables, and the only significant interaction was between types of perspective expressions and direction [F(1,68) 5 4.32, MS e 5 0.01, p 5 .04]. For the high-to-low direction, slightly more survey perspective expressions (M 5 10%) were found than route perspective expressions (M 5 7%), whereas the figures were similar for survey and route perspective expressions in the low-tohigh direction (Ms 5 9% and 8%, respectively). However, follow-up analyses showed that none of the pairwise comparisons was significant (all ps . .05).
Discussion
The data from Experiment 2 replicated those from Experiment 1 in terms of the influence of rating dimension on distance estimation. Overall, distances estimated on the basis of frequency were systematically smaller than distances estimated on the basis of importance. Although not significant, the data showed a trend whereby the importance group using the Euclidean estimation overestimated distances, whereas the other three groups underestimated distances, as would be expected if the importance group were cued at retrieval to access a route perspective.
The route description data showed no significant effects involving condition on the percentage of route perspective or survey perspective expressions used. The absence of effects involving type of estimation given prior to route description indicates that the distance estimation measure itself did not affect or cue perspective when route descriptions were given, although more survey expressions were produced overall in this experiment than in Experiment 1.
Experiments 1 and 2 have both shown evidence that the participants were affected at retrieval by the criterion (frequency or importance) that they used to rate landmarks prior to making distance estimates and giving route descriptions. We were interested in establishing whether or not context effects at retrieval persist when participants are given both dimensions on which to rate landmarks prior to giving route distance estimates and route descriptions. In line with anchoring bias effects in the judgment and decision making literature (e.g., Chapman & Johnson, 2002; Epley & Gilovich, 2002) , we suspected that participants would be anchored by the first rating dimension given and, therefore, that participants given the importance rating dimension first and the frequency rating dimension second would produce longer route distance estimates and more route perspective expressions in their route descriptions than those given the frequency rating dimension first and the importance rating dimension second. However, we expected that the effects may be weakened, given that route knowledge information would decay when the second dimension was given. Alternatively, it could be that the distance estimates and route descriptions are affected by the dimension cued most recently, in which case the results would be in the opposite direction to those predicted by anchoring. A third possibility is that considering both dimensions may lead to an increase in the use of both survey perspective and route perspective, and this would be most obviously observed in the increased use of route and survey perspective expressions in route descriptions. In Experiment 3, we tested which of these possibilities is the case.
ExPERimEnt 3
In Experiment 3, participants were required to give individual landmark ratings for both frequency and importance at the start of the test. The same methodology was used in Experiment 3 as in Experiments 1 and 2, but with slight modifications. Two groups of participants were used. The frequency-importance group rated the landmarks for frequency and then immediately for importance, and the importance-frequency group rated them for importance and then immediately for frequency. method Design. The design was a 2 (condition: frequency-importance vs. importance-frequency) 3 2 (direction: high to low vs. low to high) mixed design with repeated measures on the latter factor. Each participant was tested under all levels of direction. Therefore, each participant produced two distance estimates and two route descriptions.
Participants. Thirty-two undergraduate students (2 males and 30 females) 18-45 years of age (M 5 20.31 years, SD 5 5.23) took part in the experiment in exchange for course credit. The participants had attended the university for 2-3 months (M 5 2.97 months, SD 5 0.18). They were individually tested and randomly assigned to the frequency-importance or importance-frequency groups (1 male and 15 females in each condition).
Procedure. The procedure was similar to that of Experiments 1 and 2, but with slight modifications in relation to the sequence of ratings of landmarks. The participants initially screened a series of landmarks presented to them in order to establish which landmarks they knew with certainty and which they did not know. They were then asked to rate the remaining landmarks for one dimension (frequency or importance) using a 10-point rating scale, and then, immediately, to rate them for the other dimension. The distance estimation and route description tasks followed.
As previously, all the participants gave a route distance estimate and a route description for each of two distinct pairs of landmarks: one in the high-to-low direction and one in the low-to-high direction. The order of presentation of routes was counterbalanced within each group. The distance estimation data as well as the route description data were treated in the same manner as in Experiment 1.
Results
Distance estimation. Table 6 displays the descriptive statistics for distance estimations and actual distances for both frequency-importance and importance-frequency groups. The within-participants correlations between actual and estimated distances were all greater than zero, and the mean r 5 .23.
The mean distance ratios are displayed by condition and direction in Table 3 . The distance ratio data were analyzed using a 2 (condition) 3 2 (direction) mixed ANOVA with repeated measures on the latter variable. No main effect of direction was found [F(1,30) 5 0.09, MS e 5 0.02, p .
.05]. However, there was a significant main effect of condition on distance ratio [F(1,30) 5 3.63, MS e 5 1.74, p , .05]. The importance-frequency group gave larger distance estimations (M 5 1.29) than the frequency-importance group (M 5 0.67). There was no main effect of direction, and the interaction between direction and condition was also not significant (both Fs , 1) .
In order to establish whether or not rating both dimensions influenced distance estimation, the data were compared to those from the first session in Experiment 1, in which the participants rated only one dimension prior to giving their distance estimations. The length of time during which the participants had been on campus was used as a covariate in the analysis because this factor varied between experiments. The results of the ANCOVA with experiment as a variable produced a significant main effect of condition [F(1,63) 5 6.64, MS e 5 1.12, p , .05], but there were no significant effects or interactions involving experiment (all Fs , 1).
Route description. Since each participant produced two route descriptions, there were 64 route descriptions in total (32 participants 3 2 routes), which produced 1,089 propositions overall. The mean percentages of survey and route perspective expressions are displayed by condition in Table 4 . In order to assess whether condition affects the extent to which survey and route expressions are produced in descriptions, we ran a 2 (condition) 3 2 (direction) 3 2 (perspective expression type) mixed ANOVA with repeated measures on the last two variables. No main effects of direction [F(1,30) Significantly more route perspective expressions (M 5 12%) than survey perspective expressions (M 5 5%) were found for the low-to-high direction ( p , .01), but no significant difference was found for the high-to-low direction (for route perspective expressions, M 5 8%; for survey perspective expressions, M 5 7%).
In order to establish whether or not rating both dimensions influenced route description, the data were compared to those from the first session in Experiment 1 for all three route description measures, with the length of time the participants had been on campus used as a covariate in the analyses. The results of the ANCOVA with experiment as a variable produced a significant main effect of perspective expression type [F(1,63) 
Discussion
In this experiment, participants rated both frequency and importance dimensions prior to giving distance estimations and route descriptions. The order of rating of dimensions was manipulated, and the results clearly indicate that the participants' distance estimates and route descriptions are anchored by the first dimension they used to rate landmarks-that is, the first rating dimension dominates the retrieval process. The participants in the importance-frequency group gave longer distance estimates than did those in the frequency-importance group; in their route descriptions, with regard to percentage of route perspective versus percentage of survey perspective expressions, the participants in the two groups produced the same trend as in Experiment 1.
GEnERAl DiSCUSSion
We set out to examine whether or not context affects retrieval of information from cognitive maps, using distance estimation and route description as dependent measures. The correlations between ratings for frequency and ratings for importance were significant for every participant tested, and a result of this was that the landmark pairs between conditions in each experiment and across all experiments were virtually identical. Any effect of condition on distance estimation or route description is therefore not attributable to differences in the landmark pairs used between conditions.
The results across the experiments provide evidence that the perspective adopted by participants at retrieval does affect both dependent measures. With regard to distance estimation, although the participants were clearly sensitive to actual distance (given that actual distance and estimated distance correlated significantly for every participant), the perspective at retrieval affected the distance estimates given. In each experiment, rating the importance of the activities performed at landmarks prior to giving distance estimates resulted in larger distance estimates than when distance estimates were given after the same landmarks were rated for frequency of visitation. Rating the importance of the activities performed at landmarks versus the frequency of visitation of the landmarks also affected the relative use of route and survey perspective expressions in the participants' descriptions. The clearest results were found in Experiment 1, in which the importance group produced significantly more route perspective than survey perspective expressions, whereas the frequency group did not differ in the relative frequency of use of the two types of perspective expression.
Although direction of estimation was included in the present experiments to control for possible asymmetry in distance estimation effects, no asymmetries were found. Thus, the results fail to replicate the asymmetry in distance estimation effects reported by Sadalla et al. (1980) and McNamara and Diwadkar (1997) . Other studies have failed to find direction-of-estimation effects (e.g., Holding, 1992) , and therefore it would appear that the direction effects occur only in some circumstances. One likely candidate to explain why direction effects are found in some studies and not in others is the method of measurement employed. In the present study, verbal estimates of route distances as traversed by participants were used, whereas in previous studies Euclidean distances measured by line scale estimates (Holyoak & Mah, 1982; Sadalla et al., 1980) or numerical estimates (McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997) were used. Furthermore, the present studies involved contextual manipulations different from those used in studies in which direction effects have been found. In the present experiments, the perspective at retrieval was manipulated, whereas in the previous distance estimation studies the order of landmarks was manipulated at retrieval but the perspective at retrieval was not. Given that both manipulations were used in the present experiments, it may be that the perspective-at-retrieval manipulation is more powerful than the order-of-landmarks manipulation on retrieval. The only hint of a direction effect appeared in the third experiment with route descriptions, when the time between the initial rating of importance/frequency and the measure was greatest (and therefore the initial perspective manipulation was at its weakest).
Overall, these results are in line with theories of memory that point to a correspondence between encoding and retrieval processes (see, e.g., Tulving, 1983; Tulving & Thompson, 1973) . Indeed, the results are similar to encoding results in which navigation learning of an environment is compared to map learning of the same environment (e.g., Taylor & Naylor, 2002; Taylor et al., 1999) . Furthermore, the results go beyond previous possible explanations for retrieval effects. Recall that in the pilot experiment, in which we asked the participants to think aloud during the rating task, the participants in the importance condition produced no more words or mention of other landmarks in their descriptions than did the participants in the frequency condition, yet there were condition effects on distance estimation and on types of route perspective expressions produced. The only observable difference between groups in the pilot experiment was the number of actions referred to in the protocols. Thus, although the amount of information cued about landmarks at retrieval may account for some effects in the literature (McNamara & Diwadker, 1997; Sadalla et al., 1979) , it fails to deal with differences within experiments observed in the present study.
One possible limitation of the present results is that the participants in the experiments were mostly female. Some gender differences have been observed in the cognitive map literature (e.g., Golledge, Dougherty, & Bell, 1995; Lawton, 1994; Montello, Lovelace, Golledge, & Self, 1999) . For example, Montello et al., testing sex-related differences across a battery of tasks and measures, found that males performed better than females on measures of newly acquired spatial knowledge of places from direct experience (including route distance estimation). Hence, although some studies with measures similar to those used in the present experiments have not uncovered any gender differences (Taylor & Naylor, 2002; Taylor et al., 1999) , one needs to be cautious with regard to whether the effects found may be gender specific.
In conclusion, the present results indicate that perspective at retrieval affects the extent to which actions are cued at retrieval. It is likely that cognitive maps may not take on a single representational form (e.g., survey or route) but rather may be a composite of both types of representation, which allows flexibility of use and contextual manipulation. Alternatively, cognitive maps may be partial and incomplete representations that are more fully fleshed out when they are accessed. Learning about one's environment over time is likely to lead to rich, flexible representations that can be accessed in different ways depending on context (Golledge & Spector, 1978) . In the present study, the participants probably learned about their environments through navigation aided by maps. It is therefore likely that their cognitive maps of their environments involved either complete or partial representations of both survey and route information. Which type of information was accessed would have depended on the retrieval context.
The present study pushes into sharp focus the influence of the conceptualization of landmarks that occurs prior to the retrieval of spatial information from cognitive maps. Thinking about the same landmarks in terms of actions performed at those places versus in terms of the number of times they have been visited affects judgments of distance and verbal description. These findings go beyond the implicit scaling model and other information retrieval accounts (see, e.g., Saddala et al., 1979) in that the present data showed contextual effects on the same landmarks presented in the same order. It would appear that implicit scaling is one of a wider range of types of retrieval effects, which merit much closer attention.
These results have implications for investigation into cognitive maps and other forms of spatial representation. Not only does context at retrieval need to be investigated more, but researchers need to be careful to separate encoding from retrieval as possible explanations for effects under investigation. For example, in tests of acquisition of spatial knowledge, care must be taken to ensure that the task used for retrieval is not biased toward either sur-vey responding or navigation responding. Just as retrieval is a central part of mainstream theories of memory, the relative neglect of retrieval (in comparison with encoding) in relation to cognitive maps may have narrowed the literature's perspective of what is represented.
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2. Twenty participants were asked to "think aloud" when rating a list of 22 landmarks either for the importance of the activities performed at each landmark (10 participants) or for how often they visited each landmark (10 participants) using the methodology subsequently used in Experiments 1-3. They were instructed to verbalize their ratings and to justify why they gave the ratings that they did. Each protocol was transcribed and coded blindly for number of words, number of other landmarks referred to, and number of action verbs used. Although the participants rating the importance of the activity performed at each landmark produced no more words in their protocols [t(19) 5 20.19, p . .05] and no more reference to other landmarks [t(19) 5 21.86, p . .05] than did those asked to rate the frequency of visitation to each place, they produced significantly more action verbs in their descriptions (M 5 3.4) than did those in the frequency group (M 5 1.9) [t(19) 5 22.79, p , .01], indicating that participants think about the actions they perform more frequently when thinking about importance of activity than when thinking about frequency of visitation. Examples of activities regarded as important included "doing gym and aerobic exercise" and "looking for the participants' points board to sign up for experiments." 3. We ran analyses for each experiment to make sure there was no difference in length of time on campus between conditions, and no significant differences were found between conditions for any of the individual experiments.
4. This scheme was subjected to internal validity using Cohen's kappa as a measure of agreement. Twelve complete route descriptions chosen randomly from the pool of descriptions were given to two independent coders to categorize. The coders were asked to use the classification scheme as their guide for the categorization. There was a high level of agreement between coders (Cohen's kappa 5 .78), indicating that the coding scheme could be used reliably.
5. We also computed the correlations between ratings of frequency and ratings of importance in Experiments 2 and 3, and, again, the correlations were significant for every participant.
6. Given that large distances are underestimated more than small distances (see, e.g., Montello, 1991) , a 2 (group) 3 2 (direction of estimation) mixed ANOVA was run to ensure that there were no significant differences between conditions for actual distances between landmarks. There were no significant main effects or interactions. Similar analyses were run for Experiments 2 and 3, again revealing no significant differences between groups. Therefore, any subsequent results for distance ratio cannot be attributed to estimation differences as a function of actual distance.
7. Note that the actual Euclidean distances were measured from a scaled map of the campus (scale 5 1/1,250) by connecting the centers of the two buildings with a straight line. The measures of the actual route distances were the same as in Experiment 1.
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